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Statistical Regularization for TomoSAR Imaging
With Multiple Polarimetric Observations
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Abstract—The polarimetric versions of focusing techniques for
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) tomography (TomoSAR), apart
from estimating the pseudopower and retrieving the height of
reflectors from the recovered local maxima, allow extracting the as-
sociated scattering mechanisms. Additionally, scattering patterns
can be examined by means of polarimetric indicators like alpha
mean angle, used to associate observables with physical properties
of the medium. Aimed at easing the analysis of the scattering
processes occurring in the illuminated scene, this article extends
the weighted covariance fitting (WCF) based iterative spectral es-
timator (WISE) to the polarimetric configuration, called hereafter
PolWISE. The addressed technique attains finer resolution than
conventional methods like PolCapon, performing suppression of
artefacts and ambiguity reduction. PolWISE is a statistical regular-
ization approach, which reduces the TomoSAR inverse problem to
the selection of a regularization parameter, chosen via the L-Curve
method. Furthermore, being PolWISE an iterative technique, un-
der/over regularization is prevented by terminating the procedure
at an appropriate iteration. A stopping rule based on Kullback–
Leibler information criterion is employed. The PolWISE algorithm
is assessed thoroughly through simulations and experiments on
fully polarimetric TomoSAR airborne data at L-band, acquired
from an urban scenario.

Index Terms—Polarimetric synthetic aperture radar
(PolSAR), SAR tomography (TomoSAR), statistical regul-
arization, weighted covariance fitting (WCF).

NOMENCLATURE

A. List of Acronyms
AIC Akaike information criterion.
BIC Bayesian information criterion.
DR Detection rate.
EDC Efficient detection criterion.
KL Kullback–Leibler.
InSAR Interferometric SAR.
JPL Jet propulsion laboratory.
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LOS Line-of-sight.
ML Maximum likelihood.
MO Model order.
MSF Matched spatial filtering.
MUSIC Multiple signal classification.
NASA National aeronautics and space administration.
pdf Probability density function.
PolSAR Polarimetric SAR.
PLOS Perpendicular to the LOS.
PSP Power spectrum pattern.
RMSE Root mean square error.
ROI Region of interest.
SAR Synthetic aperture radar.
SLC Single look complex.
SNR Signal-to-noise ratio.
TomoSAR SAR tomography.
UAVSAR Uninhabited aerial vehicle SAR.
WCF Weighted covariance fitting.
WISE WCF-based iterative spectral estimator.

B. Glossary of Notation
〈·〉 Averaging operator.
D(x) Diagonal matrix with vectorx at the main diagonal.
eigen{·} Eigen decomposition.
‖ · ‖ Euclidean �2-norm.
E( ) Expectation operator.
� Hadamard product.
+ Hermitian conjugate (adjoin).
I Identity matrix.
{U}diag Main diagonal of matrix U.
ln{·} Natural logarithm.
T Transpose.
tr{X} Trace of matrix X.

I. INTRODUCTION

TWO main limitations arise when analyzing conventional
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery. On one hand,

the superposition of different scattering contributions, sharing
the same resolution cell, cannot be determined, since only the
total backscattering is measured. On the other hand, the height
of reflectors is unknown, since the elevation angle cannot be
retrieved, as the SAR geometry is symmetric in elevation. These
limitations are tackled via two extensions of conventional SAR:
Polarimetric SAR (PolSAR) and interferometric SAR (InSAR),
respectively. Taking advantage of contributions from different
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Fig. 1. TomoSAR acquisition geometry using parallel passes (not to scale).

polarimetric channels, PolSAR [1], [2] permits discriminating
the different types of scattering mechanisms and examining
the physics of reflection processes. Whereas InSAR [3], [4] is
capable of generating high resolution digital elevation models
by analyzing the phase difference between two SAR images,
acquired at slightly different positions.

More recently, aimed at producing three-dimensional im-
agery of the illuminated scene and solving the layover problem,
SAR tomography (TomoSAR) was introduced [5]. As seen in
Fig. 1, by acquiring several SAR images at different line-of-
sight (LOS), an aperture in elevation is generated (so-called
tomographic aperture). Then, exploiting antenna array theory,
as done for SAR systems, a resolution in the perpendicular to
the LOS (PLOS) is defined.

While fusing InSAR and PolSAR permits determining the
vertical location of scattering mechanisms [6], combining To-
moSAR and PolSAR allows determining how energy distributes
over space, locating the radiating (backscattering) sources and
extracting the associated scattering mechanisms. Moreover, the
height of reflectors is recovered from the local maxima along
the estimated power spectrum pattern (PSP).

By generalizing the TomoSAR signal model to the fully
polarimetric configuration, conventional focusing techniques
like matched spatial filtering (MSF), Capon, and multiple signal
classification (MUSIC) can be adapted to the polarimetric case
[7]. Making use of same signal model, this article extends
the super-resolution method weighted covariance fitting (WCF)
based iterative spectral estimator (WISE) [8] to the polarimetric
configuration, called hereafter PolWISE. The main goal is easing
both the discrimination of the different types of scattering mech-
anisms and the analysis of the scattering processes occurring in
the illuminated scene.

PolWISE attains super-resolution, performing suppression
of artefacts and ambiguity reduction. It can be understood as

a postprocessing step for the enhancement of TomoSAR im-
agery recovered using conventional focusing techniques. The
retrievals of methods like PolMSF, PolCapon, or PolMUSIC act
as first input (zero iteration) to the PolWISE iterative procedure,
which seeks converging into a unique solution.

PolWISE poses two particular challenges as follows.
1) Being a statistical regularization approach, PolWISE re-

duces the TomoSAR inverse problem to the selection of
a regularization parameter, whose correct setting assures
retrieving good-fitted solutions. Aimed at properly select-
ing such regularization parameter, the L-Curve method
[9], [10] is refactored to work exclusively with data co-
variance matrices, since the scattering vector may not
be always available, especially when not working at full
resolution. Manipulations previously done to the data
covariance matrix (e.g., presumming) must be equivalent
in the scattering vector, which may not be at all times
feasible.

2) Being PolWISE an iterative technique, over/under regu-
larization is prevented by terminating the procedure at an
appropriate iteration. Specifically, the iterative approach
is terminated after reaching a solution that maximizes the
Kullback–Leibler (KL) information function [11], [12] via
minimizing akaike information criterion (AIC), bayesian
information criterion (BIC), or efficient detection criterion
(EDC).

The novel strategy is assessed through simulations and
on fully polarimetric TomoSAR airborne data at L-band, ac-
quired from an urban scenario. Scattering patterns are exam-
ined in detail by using alpha mean angle [2] as polarimetric
indicator.

Scattering patterns in urban scenarios are very complex [7],
since a single resolution cell may gather several contributions.
Particularly, the following phenomena could occur: single-
bounce reflections from surfaces as building roofs and structures
made out of glass, double-bounce reflections from wall-ground
and tree-trunk-ground interactions, and volume reflections from
trees’ canopy.

The main contributions of this article are recapitulated as
follows.

1) PolWISE is introduced as the polarimetric version of
WISE, a super-resolution statistical regularization tech-
nique for TomoSAR imaging.

2) The L-Curve method is refactored to work exclusively
with data covariance matrices, aimed at properly selecting
PolWISE’s regularization parameter.

3) A stopping rule based on KL information criterion is
employed to terminate the PolWISE iterative procedure,
preventing under/over regularization and avoiding unnec-
essary iterations.

4) The capabilities of PolWISE are assessed for the single,
dual and full channel cases via simulations. Afterwards,
tomograms are produced and scattering mechanisms are
analyzed in complex urban scenes, using fully polarimet-
ric TomoSAR airborne data.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II ad-
dresses the classical TomoSAR signal model. Section III briefly
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summarizes WISE. Section IV presents the extended polarimet-
ric TomoSAR signal model. Section V introduces PolWISE.
Section VI addresses the simulations performed. Section VII
shows the experimental results. Finally, Section VIII concludes
this article.

II. TOMOSAR SIGNAL MODEL

Observe Fig. 1, the TomoSAR acquisition geometry com-
prises L flight tracks (passes) with different LOS. Each pass
produces one SAR image. After all images are collected, the
ensemble of SAR imagery is coherently combined using In-
SAR techniques. Coregistration is assumed independent on
height. Subsequently, the spatial spectral estimation problem
[13, Chapter 6] is solved by means of the L processed signals,
considered from now on as a sensors array. Recall that the spatial
spectral estimation problem consists on determining how energy
distributes over space and where the radiating (backscattering)
sources are located.

The TomoSAR inverse problem is represented via the linear
equation [8], [9], [12]

y = As+ n, (1)

where vector y gathers the processed signals of the L passes
for certain azimuth-range position. Vector s of size M holds the
corresponding reflectivity values at the PLOS elevation positions
{zm}Mm=1. Vector n accounts for the additive noise. Finally,
matrix A contains the interferometric phase information of
the backscattering sources located along the PLOS elevation
positions {zm}Mm=1, above the reference focusing plane. Matrix
A (so-called steering matrix) comprises the steering vectors
{a(zm) }Mm=1, as defined in [8].

Vector n is characterized by the correlation matrix

Rn = E
(
nn+

)
= N0 I, (2)

where N0 is the power spectral density of the white noise power
[14]. The correlation matrix of vector s is defined as

Rs = E
(
ss+
)
= D (b) , (3)

where vector b = {|sm|2}Mm=1. Aimed at easing the mathemat-
ical developments that led to WISE [8], entries of vector s are
assumed uncorrelated. Finally, the correlation matrix of vector
y is given by

Ry = E
(
yy+

)
= ARsA

+ +Rn. (4)

The sampled (measured) data covariance matrix is expressed
as

Y =
1

J

J∑
j=1

y(j)y
+
(j), (5)

where J indicates the number of independent realizations
(looks) of the signal acquisitions. In practice, TomoSAR is
customarily treated as an ergodic process, meaning that its
statistical properties are deduced from a single random realiza-
tion. Multilooking is achieved through the averaging of adjacent
values among the set of data covariance matrices Y, i.e., using,
by instance, a Boxcar filter.

Given the data covariance matrix Y and the steering matrix
A, together with some prior knowledge on the problem (e.g.,
about the statistics of the signal and noise), the nonlinear To-
moSAR inverse problem consists in estimating the second-order
statistics of the reflectivity vector s, i.e., the PSP vector b at
the principal diagonal of matrix Rs. The TomoSAR problem
is ill-conditioned, as it does not accomplish the uniqueness
Hadamard condition [15, Chapter 15]. The usage of Y for
focusing, instead of utilizing vector y, is aimed at increas-
ing accuracy in presence of signal-dependent (multiplicative)
noise and handling the multiple nondeterministic sources [15,
Chapter 18].

Several nonparametric and parametric techniques are avail-
able for retrieving the PSP as part of the direction-of-arrival
estimation framework [13, Chapter 6]. Imposing some form of
constraints and/or making appropriate assumptions, the different
focusing techniques must guarantee retrieving well-conditioned
solutions to the nonlinear TomoSAR inverse problem. On one
hand, nonparametric methods do not make any assumption on
the covariance structure of the data. They only assume that ma-
trixA is calibrated, as the functional form of vectors {am}Mm=1is
known [13, Chapter 6]. On the other hand, parametric meth-
ods assume a PSP composed of point-type like backscattering
sources [13, Chapter 5], reducing the spatial spectral estimation
problem to the problem of selecting an integer-valued parameter
[so-called model order (MO)], which describes the number of
source signals impinging on the sensors array [13, Appendix C].

Parametric methods include techniques like MUSIC (summa-
rized in [12]), whereas nonparametric ones include techniques
like MSF and Capon. These three approaches are the most
common TomoSAR focusing techniques, widely used (among
other reasons) because of their simple implementation. MSF, by
instance, is defined via [8]

b̂MSF = A+YA, (6)

whilst Capon is given by [8]

{
b̂Caponm =

1

a+mR−1
y am

}M

m=1

, (7)

with Ry approximated via Y in (5).
MSF attains a resolution ρPLOS = λr1/2DPLOS (see Fig. 1)

constrained to the acquisition geometry [5], [16], with λ as
the carrier wavelength. Finer resolution is attained with larger
tomographic apertureDPLOS. Furthermore, assuming evenly dis-
tributed passes, d = λr1/2ZPLOS defines the maximum allowed
baseline to avoid ambiguities along the PLOS height range of
interest ZPLOS [16].

In general, Capon and MUSIC attain finer resolution and
ambiguity suppression than MSF, easing the acquisition geom-
etry constrain, as they involve an alternative inversion of the
spectrum [17]. Conversely, MSF achieves better radiometric
accuracy [18]. Moreover, Capon must be provided with full-rank
(invertible) covariance matrices, whereas MUSIC depends on a
proper MO selection [11].
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III. WCF-BASED ITERATIVE SPECTRAL ESTIMATOR

WISE is a statistical regularization approach that guarantees
retrieving well-conditioned solutions by incorporating known
properties of the solution into the solver. The WCF optimization
problem [8], [19], [20]

b̂WCF = argmin
b

{∥∥∥∥y+R−1
y y +

tr {Ry}
tr {Y}

∥∥∥∥2
}

(8)

is solved with the standard gradient method. Accordingly, the
derivative of the objective function is set to 0, yielding{

a+mR−1
y YR−1

y am =
1

tr {Y} a+mam

}M

m=1

. (9)

Subsequently, the asymptotic of the filter output is defined
via Capon. Multiplying both sides in (9) by the expression in (7)
and performing a sequence of simple manipulations produces
the solver [8]{

b̂WCFm =
tr {Y}
a+mam

(
a+mR−1

y YR−1
y am

a+mR−1
y am

)}M

m=1

. (10)

Note the dependency of (10) on matrix Ry, which in turn
depends on two parameters, vector b in (3) and factor N0 in
(2).

Aimed at easing the computation of (10), subtle assumptions
and modifications are done, yielding [8]{

b̂WISE
[i+1]
m =

tr {Y}
a+mam

(
a+mR̂−1

y YR̂
−1

y am

)
b̂[i]m

}M

m=1

,

i = 0, . . . , I. (11)

WISE recognizes that {1/a+mR−1
y am}Mm=1is actually the PSP

vector b [see (7)]. However, since the actual PSP is unknown,
an approximation b̂ is utilized instead, both as input and to
estimate matrix Ry in (4). Vector b̂ can be retrieved using
different focusing techniques (e.g., MSF, Capon, or MUSIC);
therefore, seeking to converge into a unique solution, WISE is
introduced as an iterative procedure.

Finally, factorN0 in R̂y acts as a diagonal-loading regulariza-
tion parameter, which assures matrix R̂y to be always invertible.
Setting factorN0 properly is key to retrieve good-fitted solutions
[9], i.e., avoiding under/overfitting. On one hand, under-fitting
causes the suppression of true backscattering sources, as they are
taken by noise. On the other hand, overfitting causes the false
occurrence of backscattering sources, as the residual variation
(i.e., noise) is considered as part of the signal.

IV. POLARIMETRIC TOMOSAR SIGNAL MODEL

Extending the signal model described in Section II to the po-
larimetric configuration, permits adapting the abovementioned
focusing techniques to the polarimetric case. In this way, apart
from estimating the polarimetric PSP bPol and retrieving the
height of reflectors from the recovered local maxima, the extrac-
tion of the associated scattering mechanisms is also possible.

For a given azimuth-range position, vectoryPol ∈ CP×L (with
P as the number of polarization channels) is characterized

by [7]

yPol =

M∑
m=1

√
τmηm �B (zm)q + n. (12)

The number of backscattering sources M is assumed known.
The polarimetric reflectivity of the mth source is expressed as√
τm, whereas τm denotesSPAN = |Shh|2 + |Shv|2 + |Svv|2,

with P = 3 and Sxy as the elements of the scattering (Sinclair)
matrix [1], [2]. Vector ηm accounts for the multiplicative noise.
Vector q of size P is a unitary reflection mechanism, such
that q+q = 1. The absolute values of its coefficients {|qp|}Pp=1

indicate the relative intensities between polarizations. As before,
vector n accounts for the additive noise. Finally, for certain
PLOS elevation position z, the steering vector matrix B(z) of
size (P × L) × P is given by

B (z) =

⎡⎣a (z) 0 0
0 a (z) 0
0 0 a (z)

⎤⎦ (13)

with P = 3.
Vectors {um = B(zm)q}Mm=1 of size (P × L) × 1 are em-

ployed to derive the polarimetric versions of the previously ad-
dressed focusing techniques. These vectors replace the steering
vectors {a(zm) }Mm=1 utilized in the single-polarization config-
uration. By instance, polarimetric Capon (called PolCapon) is
expressed as {

b̂PolCaponm =
1

u+
mR−1

yPol
um

}M

m=1

. (14)

Subsequently, maximizing (14) in terms of the polarization
state q by max

||q||=1
{1/q+B+

mR−1
yPol

Bmq} yields

{
b̂PolCaponm = w−1

mmin

}M

m=1
, (15)

with{
wmp

}P
p=1

,
{
vmp

}P
p=1

= eigen
{
B+

mR−1
yPol

Bm

}
. (16)

Matrix RyPol = E(yPoly
+
Pol) is approximated via YPol of size

(P × L) × (P × L), computed in a similar manner as in (5).
Value wmmin corresponds to the minimum eigenvalue; whereas,
vmmin is the associated eigenvector. Eigenvector vmmin is re-
garded as a polarimetric reflection mechanism, which allows
determining the physical characteristics of the target [7]. It spec-
ifies optimum polarimetric combinations according to Capon.
The polarimetric PSP is recovered via (15), while its local
maxima point out the height of reflectors.

V. POLARIMETRIC WISE

This section extends WISE in (11) to the polarimetric
configuration. As done with PolCapon in Section IV, steer-
ing vectors {a(zm) }Mm=1 in (10) are replaced with vectors
{ um = B(zm)q }Mm=1, resulting in{̂

bWCFm =
tr {YPol}
u+
mum

(
u+
mR−1

yPol
YPolR

−1
yPol

um

u+
mR−1

yPol
um

)}M

m=1

. (17)
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Afterwards, maximizing (17) in terms of the polarization state
q by

max
||q||=1

{
tr {YPol}

q+B+
mBmq

(
q+B+

mR−1
yPol

YPolR
−1
yPol

Bmq

q+B+
mR−1

yPol
Bmq

)}
(18)

produces {
b̂WCFm =

tr {YPol}
B+

mBm

wmmax

}M

m=1

, (19)

with {
wmp

}P
p=1

,
{
vmp

}P
p=1

= eigen

{
B+

mR−1
yPol

YPolR
−1
yPol

Bm

B+
mR−1

yPol
Bm

}
. (20)

Value wmmax refers to the maximum eigenvalue; whereas, vmmax

is the associated eigenvector. Vector vmmax is regarded as a
polarimetric reflection mechanism, which specifies optimum
polarimetric combinations in sense of WCF.

PolWISE performs subtle assumptions and modifications to
(20), aimed at easing its computation. Contrary to PolCapon,
PolWISE does not replace RyPol with YPol, but with the block
matrix

C =

⎡⎣Ryp=1 0 0
0 Ryp=2 0
0 0 Ryp=P

⎤⎦. (21)

Matrix C contains matrices {Ryp}Pp=1 at its main diagonal,
modeled each as in (4). The usage of matrix C to approximate
RyPol infers dependency on vectors {bp}Pp=1, i.e., the PSP of
each polarization channel.

The true PSP is unknown, nonetheless, it can be estimated
through focusing techniques like MSF, Capon, or MUSIC.
Moreover, instead of focusing one polarization channel at a
time, the polarimetric versions of such techniques [7] recover
the contributions of each polarization channel at once. Utilizing
PolCapon, by instance, yields{

em =
{
b̂PolCaponmp

}P

p=1
= w−1

mmin

{
vmminp

}P
p=1

}M

m=1

,

(22)
with wmmin and vmmin retrieved from (16).

PolWISE recognizes that 1/u+
mR−1

yPol
um in (17) is actually the

polarimetric PSP vectorbPol [see (14)]. Yet, the true polarimetric
PSP is not known and requires to be estimated. In this order
of ideas, vectors {em}Mm=1 in (22) are utilized as input and to
estimate matrix C in (21). Consequently, (20) can be reduced to{

wmp

}P
p=1

,
{
vmp

}P
p=1

= eigen
{(

B+
mĈ−1YPolĈ

−1Bm

)
�Em

}
, (23)

with matrix Em = [eTm, . . . , eTm] of size P × P .
Vector em can be retrieved by means of different polarimetric

focusing techniques (e.g., PolMSF, PolCapon, or PolMUSIC
[7]); thus, seeking to converge into a unique solution, PolWISE

is introduced as an iterative procedure via{{
b̂
[i+1]
PolWISEmp

}P

p=1
=

tr {YPol}
B+

mBm

w[i]
mmax

{
v[i]mmaxp

}P

p=1

}M

m=1

,

i=0, . . . , I; (24)

with wmmax and vmmax as in (23),{
e[i+1]
m =

{
b̂
[i+1]
PolWISEmp

}P

p=1

}M

m=1

, (25)

and with {e[i=0]
m }Mm=1 recovered using a conventional polari-

metric focusing technique like PolCapon in (22).

A. Regularization Parameter Selection

As discussed previously, factor N0 in (2) plays the role of a
regularization parameter, key to avoid under/over regularization.
This parameter is required to build block matrix Ĉ, an estimate
of (21). All matrices {R̂yp}Pp=1 inside Ĉ are assumed sharing
a common value N0.

Aimed at properly selecting such regularization parameter,
previous related studies [9] recommend using the L-Curve
method. Described next for the single channel case, it is simple
to extend the L-Curve method to the polarimetric configuration.
Given a set of candidates {N0n}Nn=1, this technique consists
in forming a smooth curve (with the shape of a letter “L”) by
plotting a collection of points

LC (N0n) = [ln {‖Aŝ (N0n)− y‖} , ln {‖ŝ (N0n) ‖}] (26)

with {ŝ (N0n) = F(N0n)y}Nn=1. The proper value for N0 cor-
responds to the point at the corner of the L-curve.

Note that expression (26) requires a solution operator F to
estimate the complex reflectivity vector s. At the same time,
this operator must be utilized to recover the PSP, such that
b̂ = {Fyy+F+}diag = {FYF+}diag . For example, Tikhonov’s
regularization employs F = (A+A+N0I)A

+ [8]. The ap-
proach described previously infers two main disadvantages.
On one hand, the scattering vector y needs to be provided;
on the other hand, the employed solver (e.g., WISE) must be
represented with a solution operator F. These two conditions
might not be always satisfied.

In order to avoid these issues, (26) is modified to work
exclusively with data covariance matrices

LC (N0n)

=

[
ln

{
‖
{
R̂y

}
diag

− {Y}diag‖
}
, ln
{
‖b̂ (N0n) ‖

}]
. (27)

The polarimetric version of (27) replaces matrix Y with YPol

and matrix R̂y with matrix Ĉ.
We refer to the algorithm in [10] to find the corner of the

L-curve. Using the Menger’s curvature of a circumcircle, local
curvatures within the L-curve are computed using three sampled
points. The value assigned to N0 corresponds to the maximum
positive curvature of the L-curve. Being a maximization prob-
lem, a search method (e.g., golden section) is utilized to select
N0 more efficiently.
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Although the L-Curve method offers satisfactory approxi-
mations, the setting of N0 is not considered optimal. In fact,
there is no known technique for the optimal selection of reg-
ularization parameters [21]. Furthermore, factor N0 should be
selected ideally at each iteration; however, this is unpractical for
real scenarios, because of the high computational complexity.
Therefore, factor N0 is chosen only once, before the PolWISE
iterative procedure starts.

B. Stopping Rule

The PolWISE iterative procedure aims to converge into a
unique solution, overcoming the usage of different methods to
compute a first estimate of the PSP. Moreover, this strategy also
aids easing inaccuracies in the regularization parameterN0. Yet,
wrong number of iterations may result in under/over regular-
ization. Perturbation errors (i.e., y +Δy, Y +ΔY) might not
be appropriately suppressed or/and errors due to regularization
might be introduced

Taking the latter into account, a stopping rule is employed
to detect convergence, avoiding unnecessary iterations. Corre-
spondingly, the PolWISE iterative procedure terminates after
reaching a solution that maximizes the KL information function
[11], [13, Appendix C]∫

p (y) ln

{
p (y)

p̂ (y)

}
dy, (28)

which measures the discrepancy between the true probability
density function (pdf) p(y) and the pdf of the data model p̂(y).

The maximum likelihood (ML) solution to the TomoSAR
problem is given via [8], [9]

b̂ML = argmin
b

{ln {p (y |b )}} , (29)

with the log-likelihood function

ln {p (y |b )} = ln {det {Ry}}+ y+R−1
y y. (30)

Using the property y+R−1
y y = tr {R−1

y yy+} =
tr{R−1

y Y}, the usage of the scattering vector y is avoided, such
that

ln {p (y |b )} = ln {det {Ry}}+ tr
{
R−1

y Y
}
. (31)

Note that the true correlation matrix Ry is unknown and must
be estimated. Finally, the polarimetric version of (31) replaces
matrix Y with YPol and matrix R̂y with matrix Ĉ.

Making use of (31), AIC [11], [13, Appendix C] is employed
to maximize the KL information function in (28) by minimizing

AIC
(
b̂[i]
)
= −ln

{
p
(
y
∣∣∣b̂[i]

)}
+ i,

i = 1, . . . , I . (32)

In a similar manner, BIC [11], [13, Appendix C] is defined as
the minimizer of

BIC
(
b̂[i]
)

= −ln
{
p
(
y
∣∣∣b̂[i]

)}
+ 0.5 · i · ln {L} ,

i = 1, . . . , I; (33)

whereas EDC [22] as the minimizer of

EDC
(
b̂[i]
)

= −ln
{
p
(
y
∣∣∣b̂[i]

)}
+ i ·

√
L · ln {L},

i = 1, . . . , I; (34)

where L is the number of flight tracks.

C. Summary

The implementation of PolWISE is summarized as follows.

Step 1: Recover {e[i=0]
m }Mm=1 by means of a conventional po-

larimetric technique like PolMSF, PolCapon, or PolMUSIC.
By instance, the usage of PolCapon is exemplified in (22).

Step 2: Given {e[i=0]
m }Mm=1, a set of candidates {N0n}Nn=1 in

(2) and the corresponding set of estimates {Ĉn}Nn=1 in (21),
select a suitable valueN0 using the polarimetric version of the
L-Curve method in (27). Matrix YPol is constructed similar to
(5), while the set {b̂(N0n)}Nn=1 is calculated as in (19) with
wmmax from (23). We recommend utilizing the algorithm in
[10] to find the corner of the L-curve.

Step 3: Once N0 has been selected, perform PolWISE in (24)
using the previously computed {e[i=0]

m }Mm=1as first input.
Step 4: Compute AIC in (32), BIC in (33), or EDC in (34) after

each PolWISE iteration. Terminate the iterative procedure
when the obtained values increase steadily. The minimum ob-
tained value indicates the most appropriate PolWISE estimate
{b̂PolWISEp

}Pp=1 in (24). We recommend setting a maximum
number of iterations.

VI. SIMULATIONS

This section assesses the capabilities of PolWISE for the
single, dual and full channel cases via simulations. Sample
covariance matrices {YPol}Mm=1 are constructed using J =
300 independent realizations. They gather the echoes from
the scatterers displaced along the PLOS height direction. The
simulated scenes comprise different number of targets, each
target gathers 100 scatterers with equal reflectivity, following
a Gaussian distribution. In this way, statistical uncertainty is
introduced with each independent realization and we do not
rely on additive noise to introduce decorrelation. Moreover,
the location of the phase-centers corresponds to the mean
values.

PolWISE requires a first estimate of the polarimetric PSP as
zero iteration. Thus, we refer to PolCapon in (22) for such a pur-
pose. The results presented down below (see Figs. 2–8) include
the retrievals from PolCapon, PolMUSIC [7], and PolWISE (as
an enhancement of PolCapon). PolMUSIC is computed utilizing
a MO equal to the number of targets; whereas, PolWISE is
computed using BIC as stopping rule. The quality of attained
results is quantified with two metrics as follows.

1) Root mean square error (RMSE): When all phase-centers
are detected, the RMSE between the true locations
{żh}Hh=1 and the ones found {̂̇zh}Hh=1 is calculated via

RMSE
(
ż, ̂̇z) =

√√√√∑H

h=1

(
żh − ̂̇zh)2

H
. (35)
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TABLE I
CASE OF STUDY

Phase-centers are recovered from the local maxima along
the normalized (0 to 1) estimated pseudopower.

2) Detection rate (DR): Given as a percentage, represents the
number of times that all phase centers are detected. Those
trials with a RMSE larger than 1.5 m are ignored.

We consider a L-band SAR sensor (0.23 m wavelength) at a
nominal altitude of 3000 m. The TomoSAR geometry accounts
for 15 evenly distributed flight tracks, spanning a tomographic
aperture of 120 m. The slant range distance from the targets to
the master track is about 5000 m, with a Fourier resolution ρPLOS

of approximately 4.8 m. The height range of interest ZPLOS (see
Fig. 1) is discretized with steps Δz = ρPLOS/ς , where ς is an
oversampling factor greater than or equal to one. For ς = 50, we
make use of M = 290 samples within a ZPLOS from −7 m to
21 m.

Table I summarizes the case of study; it includes the number of
simulated targets and the PLOS location of their phase-centers.
Spread refers to the standard deviation of the considered Gaus-
sian distributions.

A. Single Channel (Channel 1)

For a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 10 dB and 500 Monte
Carlo trials, PolMUSIC attains an average RMSE of 0.08 m and
a DR of 100%; whereas, PolWISE achieves an average RMSE
of 0.62 m and a DR of 97%. Conversely, PolCapon is not able
of discriminating all phase-centers; therefore, its RMSE and DR
cannot be computed. Fig. 2 shows a single trial out of the 500,
for PolCapon, PolMUSIC, and PolWISE.

B. Dual Channel (Channels 1 and 3)

For a SNR of 15 dB and 500 Monte Carlo trials, Pol-
MUSIC attains an average RMSE of 0.04 m and a DR of
100%; whereas, PolWISE achieves an average RMSE of 0.20 m
and a DR of 100%. On the other hand, PolCapon is not
able of discriminating all phase-centers; therefore, its RMSE
and DR cannot be calculated. Figs. 3–5 show a single trial
out of the 500, for PolCapon, PolMUSIC, and PolWISE,
respectively.

C. Full Channel

For a SNR of 20 dB and 500 Monte Carlo trials, PolWISE
achieves an average RMSE of 0.24 m and a DR of 100%.

The RMSE and DR of PolCapon and PolMUSIC cannot be
calculated, as they are not able of detecting all phase-centers.
Figs. 6–8 show a single trial out of the 500, for PolCapon,
PolMUSIC, and PolWISE, correspondingly.

D. Different SNR

Aimed at analyzing the influence of the SNR on the RMSE
and DR measurements, 500 Mote Carlo trials are performed for
different SNR. For the single, dual and full channel cases (as in
Table I), SNR of 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 dB are considered.
PolWISE is computed using three stopping rules (i.e., AIC,
BIC, and EDC) and a maximum number of iterations I = 150.
Figs. 9–11 depict attained results.

E. Discussion

As seen in Figs. 9–11, PolCapon is not able to discriminate all
targets for SNR below 20 dB in the single and dual channel cases.
Moreover, PolCapon does not detect all targets for all considered
SNRs in the full channel case. The latter allows showing one of
the main advantages of PolWISE as postprocessing step, i.e.,
resolution enhancement. By instance, for SNR above 5 dB,
PolWISE detects all targets in most of the trials of the single
channel case, with a DR above 95%.

In general, the average RMSE decreases with the SNR,
whereas the DR increases. All employed stopping rules (i.e.,
AIC, BIC, and EDC) detect convergence of the PolWISE iter-
ative procedure successfully. The trend of the curves is inde-
pendent of the stopping rule. It is important to remark that the
number of iterations to achieve convergence increases with the
number of channels. By instance, for a SNR of 15 dB, PolWISE
requires of about 30 iterations for single channel, whereas dual
and full channel entail approximately 70 and 100 iterations,
correspondingly. Dual and full channel require of more iterations
to prevent the false occurrence of backscattering sources; the
more iterations, the more refined the result.

In order to attain a DR close to 100%, increasingly high
SNR ratio is needed for the single, dual and full channel cases.
Accordingly, PolWISE requires of SNR above 5 dB for single
channel, SNR above 15 dB for dual channel and SNR above
20 dB for full channel. Note that PolWISE detects more easily
point-type like targets than distributed targets. For the full chan-
nel case, which includes distributed targets, significantly more
SNR is required in order to discriminate all phase-centers. For
lower SNR, PolWISE treats some distributed targets as noise,
suppressing them.

PolWISE does not preserve radiometric accuracy, as it only fo-
cusses on locating the positions from where most backscattering
comes. Moreover, PolWISE is not capable of recovering the con-
tour of the true PSP, i.e., how all scatterers distribute along PLOS
height direction. Observe the output in Fig. 8(d); for an adequate
SNR, PolWISE estimates all phase-centers (including those of
the distributed targets) but not the outline of the actual PSP.

PolMUSIC performs better than PolWISE in the single chan-
nel case for SNR above 10 dB and also in the dual channel case
for SNR above 5 dB. In both the single and dual channel cases,
PolMUSIC attains a DR of 100% and an average RMSE below
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Fig. 2. Single channel. (a) PolCapon. (b) PolMUSIC. (c) PolWISE.

Fig. 3. PolCapon dual channel. (a) First channel. (b) Third channel. (c) Combined channels.
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Fig. 4. PolMUSIC dual channel. (a) First channel. (b) Third channel. (c) Combined channels.

Fig. 5. PolWISE dual channel. (a) First channel. (b) Third channel. (c) Combined channels.
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Fig. 6. PolCapon full channel. (a) First channel. (b) Second channel. (c) Third channel. (d) Combined channels.

Fig. 7. PolMUSIC full channel. (a) First channel. (b) Second channel. (c) Third channel. (d) Combined channels.
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Fig. 8. PolWISE full channel. (a) First channel. (b) Second channel. (c) Third channel. (d) Combined channels.

Fig. 9. Single channel. (Left) Average RMSE against SNR. (Right) DR against SNR.

Fig. 10. Dual channel. (Left) Average RMSE against SNR. (Right) DR against SNR.
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Fig. 11. Full channel. (Left) Average RMSE against SNR. (Right) DR against SNR.

0.1 m for SNR above 10 dB. Note that, for a SNR of 5 dB,
PolMUSIC achieves higher DR for dual channel than for single
channel. PolMUSIC seems to benefit from a higher MO in the
dual channel case.

PolWISE performs better than PolMUSIC for full channel, as
PolMUSIC is not able of detecting all targets for all considered
SNRs. As expected, PolMUSIC functions better with point-type
targets than with distributed targets.

In general, the performance of PolWISE depends on the
accuracy of its first input, retrieved in this article via PolCapon.
The higher RMSE attained in the single and dual channel cases
(compared to PolMUSIC) is due to those pairs of targets that
PolCapon detects as a single target. Specifically, those located
at −3.5 m and −2 m in the first channel [see Fig. 2(a)] and those
located at 16 m and 17.3 m in the third channel [see Fig. 3(b)].
In such instances, the information provided by PolCapon is not
accurate enough to retrieve results like those of PolMUSIC. This
aspect also impacts the DR obtained, as the information given
by PolCapon may not be at all times sufficient to discriminate
all targets among the different trials.

As it can be seen in Figs. 9 and 10, the results achieved
by PolWISE approach those of PolMUSIC for higher SNR.
Although the iterative procedure of PolWISE seeks to converge
into a unique solution, the simulations indicate that an adequate
SNR is also necessary to achieve that goal.

Described in [12], MUSIC improves performance with the use
of dedicated MO selection tools, such as those based on informa-
tion theoretic criteria. In addition, WISE might be employed as
prostprocessing step to enhance MUSIC’s resolution. Applying
this strategy to the polarimetric case is beyond the scope of
this article, whose main objective is to introduce PolWISE.
Nevertheless, future work plans to use PolWISE in combination
with PolMUSIC.

PolWISE has higher computational complexity than conven-
tional methods like PolCapon and PolMUSIC. By instance, it
requires the inversion of matrix Ĉ in (21), whose dimensions
increase with the number of channels. Furthermore, PolWISE
entails the selection of factor N0 (chosen via L-Curve method),
which also involves the inversion of matrix Ĉ. In addition to
the aforementioned, the need for more iterations to converge
as the number of channels grows, increases processing time
considerably.

TABLE II
TOMOSAR ACQUISITION GEOMETRY

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experiments are conducted using a fully-polarimetric To-
moSAR dataset at L-band, acquired in 2015 in Munich, Ger-
many, by jet propulsion laboratory (JPL)/national aeronautics
and space administration (NASA) [23]. The uninhabited aerial
vehicle SAR (UAVSAR) system of JPL/NASA was mounted on
a Gulfstream G-III airplane at a nominal altitude of 12.5 km,
attaining a swath of 22 km and length of 60 km. Incidence
angles range from 25° to 65°, whereas the noise equivalent
sigma-zero ranges from -35 dB to -53 dB across the swath [24].
For 80 MHz chirp bandwidth and a wavelength of 0.24 m, the
acquired single look complex (SLC) images reach a resolution
of 0.8 m in azimuth and 1.66 m in range [23]. The TomoSAR
acquisition geometry considers seven passes at different flight
altitudes, as depicted in Table II.

Fig. 12 shows the primary image. The imagery was com-
pleted on a heading of 193°, with a vertical Fourier resolu-
tion of approximately 6 m in far range and 2.8 m in near
range. Two regions of interest (ROIs) are considered, where the
Maximilianeum and the Bavarian state chancellery are located,
correspondingly. Both edifices are almost parallel to the sensor
trajectory.

Fig. 13 displays the intensity images of the first ROI for
channels HH, HV, and VV. The red rectangles indicate where
the building is placed, whereas the azimuth and range indices
permit identifying its position. The red line, crossing the build-
ing, specifies the orientation, along azimuth-range axes, of the
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Fig. 12. SLC SAR image of the test site in Munich, Germany, 2015 (near range on top). Colors correspond to channels HH (red), VV (blue), and HV (green).

Fig. 13. Intensity images in dB from the ROI where the Maximilianeum is located. (a) HH. (b) HV. (c) VV.

tomograms presented afterward. Fig. 14 describes the test re-
gion via a Google Earth image and a polarimetric SLC SAR
image. The height of the structures comprising the edifice are
also specified. Figs. 15–17 show the corresponding tomograms,
employing PolCapon, PolMUSIC, and PolWISE, respectively.
X-axis (azimuth) is given in samples to identify easily the area
from where the tomograms originate.

The MO for MUSIC is set manually to 3. BIC in (33) is
utilized to terminate PolWISE. A 5× 10 (range/azimuth) boxcar
filter is employed to spatially average the covariance matrices.
Pseudopower is presented in a dB scale, where 0 dB refers to
the maximum attained value. ZPLOS is discretized with steps
Δz = 2.8 m / 10 = 0.28 m. Thus, we make use of M = 232
samples within a ZPLOS from −20 m to 45 m.

Since the addressed polarimetric focusing techniques allow
retrieving the contributions from each polarimetric channel,
it is possible to perform the eigenvector analysis of the cor-
responding 3 × 3 coherency matrices. Such analysis “pro-
vides a basis invariant description of the scatterer with a
specific decomposition into types of scattering processes (the
eigenvectors) and their relative magnitudes (the eigenvalues)”

[25]. Among the mean parameters of the dominant scatter-
ing mechanism, extracted from the coherency matrices, there
is the alpha mean angle ᾱ. Values of ᾱ close to 0° suggest
single-bounce reflection, ᾱ values close to 45° suggest volume
reflection, and ᾱ values close to 90° suggest double-bounce
reflection.

Fig. 18 shows the scattering patterns retrieved from the ᾱ
of the dominant reflector [25, Chapter 7] for PolCapon, Pol-
MUSIC, and PolWISE. A mask based on a threshold of the
pseudopower is applied to set to color black those samples
with low backscattering values [7]. The aim of such analysis
is to show that further studies can be performed with the re-
trievals of focusing techniques, which have been extended to
the polarimetric configuration. Besides ᾱ, parameters like the
entropy (H) and anisotropy (A) might be also obtained [25,
Chapter 7].

A similar strategy is followed for the second ROI. Fig. 19
displays the corresponding intensity images for channels HH,
HV, and VV. Fig. 20 describes the test region and specifies the
height of the structures comprising the Bavarian state chan-
cellery. Figs. 21–23 present the corresponding tomograms for
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Fig. 14. Region where the Maximilianeum is placed. (a) Google Earth image. (b) Polarimetric SLC SAR image [colors correspond to channels HH (red), VV
(blue), and HV (green)]. (c) Front view of the edifice (Google Earth).

PolCapon, PolMUSIC, and PolWISE, respectively. ZPLOS is
discretized with steps Δz = 2.8 m/10 = 0.28 m. Thus, we make
use of M = 214 samples within a ZPLOS from −15 m to 45 m.
Fig. 24 shows the corresponding attained ᾱ values.

A. Discussion

Contrasting PolCapon, PolMUSIC and PolWISE, at first
glance we can assess that PolWISE attains finer resolution,
besides of performing ambiguity reduction and artefacts sup-
pression. These enhancements facilitate estimating the height of
reflectors, extracted from the local maxima along the recovered
polarimetric pseudopower. The several structures comprising
the edifices are easier to discern. To a limited extent, Pol-
WISE retrieves sufficiently narrow peaks to identify numerous
components at different height locations. In the case of the Max-
imilianeum in Fig. 17, observe the two towers at the extremes,
the central building and one wing on either side. Whereas, in
the case of the Bavarian state chancellery in Fig. 23, note the
central building (where the dome is placed) and both wings, one
on each side. The topography on the flanks of both edifices can
be also observed.

PolMUSIC achieves a finer resolution than PolCapon. More-
over, it is worth recalling that the use of specific MO selection
tools [12] may increase the performance of PolMUSIC. In
addition, PolMUSIC can be combined with PolWISE to improve
the resolution.

The polarimetric versions of Capon, MUSIC, and WISE are
employed in order to separate the associated scattering mech-
anisms into three channels. The first channel contains mainly
double bounce-reflection, the second channel volume reflection
and the third channel single-bounce reflection. PolCapon and
PolMUSIC provides information on certain structures in all
channels, as shown in color white in Figs. 15(a), 16(a), 21(a),
and 22(a). In contrast, PolWISE [see Figs. 17(a) and 23(a)] does
not share information about the same structure among channels.
The pseudopower profiles of each channel complement each
other but do not overlap.

In line with the simulations, PolMUSIC and PolWISE per-
form better for point-type like targets, commonly associated
to polarizations HH and VV. Note that for both edifices,
Maximilianeum in Fig. 13 and Bavarian state chancellery in
Fig. 19, polarization HH attains highest intensity levels; fol-
lowed by VV and HV, in that order. Contrariwise, PolWISE
filters out most of the contributions in HV, usually associ-
ated to distributed targets. Due to lower backscattering, some
distributed targets are suppressed, since they are considered
noise.

At each iteration, PolWISE pursue refining its current
input and achieving super-resolution. The method concen-
trates first on those backscattering sources with higher energy
and, sometimes, ignores (suppresses) those targets with lower
backscattering.
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Fig. 15. PolCapon tomograms from the ROI in Fig. 13. (a) Lexicographic [Red (first Channel), Green (second Channel), Blue (third Channel)]. (b) Pauli.
(c) First Channel: double-bounce reflection. (d) Second Channel: volume scattering. (e) Third Channel: single-bounce reflection.
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Fig. 16. PolMUSIC tomograms from the ROI in Fig. 13. (a) Lexicographic [Red (first Channel), Green (second Channel), Blue (third Channel)]. (b) Pauli.
(c) First Channel: double-bounce reflection. (d) Second Channel: volume scattering. (e) Third Channel: single-bounce reflection.
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Fig. 17. PolWISE tomograms from the ROI in Fig. 13. (a) Lexicographic [Red (first Channel), Green (second Channel), Blue (third Channel)]. (b) Pauli. (c) First
Channel: double-bounce reflection. (d) Second Channel: volume scattering. (e) Third Channel: single-bounce reflection.
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Fig. 18. Maximilianeum: alpha mean angle ᾱ in degrees. (a) PolCapon. (b) PolMUSIC. (c) PolWISE.

Fig. 19. Intensity images in dB from the ROI where the Bavarian state chancellery is located. (a) HH. (b) HV. (c) VV.

Recall that a proper selection of PolWISE’s regularization
parameter is key to obtain good-fitted solutions. Nevertheless,
due to practical reasons and to reduce computation time, such
regularization parameter is chosen only once, before the iterative
procedure starts. Theoretically, selecting the regularization pa-
rameter at each iteration increases the performance of PolWISE,
also in the case of distributed targets; nonetheless, processing
time increases meaningfully, making this approach unpractical.

In contrast to PolCapon and PolMUSIC, as seen in Figs. 18(c)
and 24(c), thanks to the characteristics of PolWISE, it is eas-
ier to categorize the places where a certain type of scatter-
ing mechanism is present. In the case of the Maximilianeum,
double-bounce reflection prevails at the wall-ground interaction
points below the central building. Scattering at the top of the
edifice and numerous targets along the walls, also correspond
to double-bounce reflection. Note that the topography on the
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Fig. 20. Region where the Bavarian state chancellery is located. (a) Google Earth image. (b) Polarimetric SLC SAR image [colors correspond to channels HH
(red), VV (blue), and HV (green)]. (c) Front view of the edifice (Google Earth).

flanks is characterized by double-bounce reflection, presumably
due to tree-trunk-ground interactions. Single-bounce reflection
occurs in the roof of the central building and along the walls,
especially in the central building. Unlike the edifice wings,
which join the central building to the towers at the extremes,
the central building possesses large glazed windows, where most
single-bounce reflection concentrates. Finally, volume reflection
mainly occurs on the flanks of the edifice, where the vegetation
is located.

In the case of the Bavarian state chancellery, backscattering
from wall-ground interactions at the topographic height of about
0 m indicate double-bounce reflection. Scattering at the top of
the edifice, targets at the columns and at the stairs of the central
building, and targets at the dome above the central building, also
correspond to double-bounce reflection. Single-bounce reflec-
tion occurs in the roof, in the dome and mainly along the glazed
walls of both wings, on either side of the edifice. The topog-
raphy at left hand is characterized by single-bounce reflection;
whereas the topography at right hand is characterized by both,
single- and double-bounce reflection. Note that most volume
reflection pertains to the right flank of the edifice. This suggests
double-bounce reflection due to tree-trunk-ground interactions,
differing to the left flank. Finally, observe the presence of another
edifice at the edge, on the right. Scattering at the top of this

edifice correspond to double-bounce reflection; whereas single-
bounce reflection occurs in the roof and in some targets along
its walls.

Methods like PolCapon, PolMUSIC, and PolWISE increase
the dimension of the observation space, aimed at calculating
optimal polarization combinations [7]. Particularly, PolWISE is
considered optimal in sense of WCF. Nevertheless, in order to
properly solve the WCF optimization problem, PolWISE relies
in the correct selection of a regularization parameter. Setting
the regularization parameter wrongly, might cause mislead-
ing solutions. Furthermore, due to the nature of regularization
approaches like PolWISE, some information may be filtered
out after the iterative procedure is terminated. Therefore, it is
recommended treating PolWISE results as information comple-
mentary to its input, in this case PolCapon.

The current research makes use of the L-Curve method [21]
to select the involved regularization parameter, showing sat-
isfactory results. Nevertheless, the L-Curve method depends
on a correct range and density of sample values to perform
adequately. Further research is underway to ensure proper se-
lection of regularization parameters at all times, regardless of
these factors. We are currently studying how this issue is ad-
dressed in other areas, for example in geophysical diffraction
tomography [26].
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Fig. 21. PolCapon tomograms from the ROI in Fig. 19. (a) Lexicographic [Red (first Channel), Green (second Channel), Blue (third Channel)]. (b) Pauli.
(c) First Channel: double-bounce reflection. (d) Second Channel: volume scattering. (e) Third Channel: single-bounce reflection.
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Fig. 22. PolMUSIC tomograms from the ROI in Fig. 19. (a) Lexicographic [Red (first Channel), Green (second Channel), Blue (third Channel)]. (b) Pauli.
(c) First Channel: double-bounce reflection. (d) Second Channel: volume scattering. (e) Third Channel: single-bousnce reflection.
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Fig. 23. PolWISE tomograms from the ROI in Fig. 19. (a) Lexicographic [Red (first Channel), Green (second Channel), Blue (third Channel)]. (b) Pauli. (c) First
Channel: double-bounce reflection. (d) Second Channel: volume scattering. (e) Third Channel: singles-bounce reflection.
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Fig. 24. Bavarian state chancellery: alpha mean angle ᾱ in degrees. (a) PolCapon. (b) PolMUSIC. (c) PolWISE.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This article introduces PolWISE, a super-resolution tech-
nique, which reduces the WCF optimization problem to the
selection of a regularization parameter. When such regulariza-
tion parameter is chosen appropriately, by instance, via L-Curve
method, PolWISE provides good-fitted results. PolWISE attains
finer resolution given lower resolution imagery, obtained, for
example, using PolCapon. Furthermore, it also achieves ambi-
guity reduction and artefacts suppression. These enhancements
facilitate the estimation of the height of reflectors (one of the
main goals of TomoSAR) and the analyses of the scattering
processes occurring in the illuminated scene.

PolWISE is an iterative approach, which holds higher compu-
tational complexity than conventional techniques like PolCapon
and PolWISE. Moreover, the number of iterations required to
converge increases with the number of channels, augmenting
processing time. Therefore, the usage of a stopping rule (e.g.,
AIC, BIC, and EDC) is recommended to terminate the iterative
procedure immediately after convergence is reached. This also
prevents under/over regularization due to wrong number of
iterations.

PolWISE performs better in urban scenarios characterized
by point-type like targets. More SNR is needed to discern
the phase-centers of distributed targets. For the full channel
simulated scenario in Table I, SNR above 20 dB is required to
discriminate all phase-centers. For lower SNR, PolWISE treats
some distributed targets as noise, suppressing them.

PolWISE results split into three channels: the first channel
refers to double bounce-reflection, the second channel to volume

reflection, and the third channel to single-bounce reflection. The
pseudopower profiles of each channel complement each other
but do not overlap. Thanks to the characteristics of PolWISE, it
is easier to label the locations of certain type of scattering mech-
anism by computing, for example, the polarimetric indicator
alpha mean angle ᾱ. Nonetheless, we suggest treating PolWISE
results as complementary information, since some information
might be filtered out.
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